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In this volume the reader is given a description of the oldest institution of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the Library of the Academy, an outline of its history, collections, use and services. In addition to the text itself, a number of illustrations demonstrate its past and present, and serve to render a better conception of the immense intellectual treasure that its stock represents.

Only one year separates its foundation — in 1826 — from that of the Academy itself. During its 135 years of existence the Library has in fact become a repository of the best works produced by the Hungarian creative spirit and by international learning. Beside the uniques, codices, valuable manuscripts, incunabula, the documents of the living past and present of Hungarian science and literature, it contains the basic works of scientific literature monographs, handbooks, reference works, and also the most important means of information for up-to-date research work, periodicals. At present no less than 4000 kinds of periodicals are received covering almost every branch of knowledge, written in practically every civilised languages.

In developing the full stock of some 870 000 library units, a prominent part — both quantitative and qualitative — has been and is being played by the traditional international exchange of publications. This practice is nearly as old as the Library itself, — it was begun in 1833. It was the founder of the Academy himself, István Széchenyi, who handed over the first exchange copies to foreign learned societies. At the turn of the century the Library was maintaining exchange relations with some 200 institutions, and before World
War II, this number increased to approximately 500. The turning of the Academy and its Library into an institution of the socialist type after the Liberation, expanded this field of its activity on a very large scale. Nowadays its exchange relations involve more than 1700 institutions of some 86 states.

This volume yields an insight into the activity of the librarians of the Academy during the nearly one and a half centuries of its existence, in the service of Hungarian culture and science. In addition to an account of the Library’s progressive traditions, it also gives an outline — though only in general terms — of the efforts made in the spirit of socialist cultural and scientific policy by the Academy, which was reformed after the Liberation, to become an effective, developing and prosperous institution.

The Academy and its Library are inseparable, their histories have become interwoven with each other during many decade. The Academy, as well as its Library consider themselves the successors to all progressive endeavours to raise the cultural and scientific standards of the Hungarian people, and to achieve peaceful and constructive co-operation with the world of learning. The Library serves these objects through its own particular means.

The Academy regards this booklet as a modest preparatory work to a more comprehensive history of its Library which is certain to be written during the course of the developing Hungarian research work on the history of science.

Prof. D. Pusztay
President of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
I

THE HISTORY AND TASKS OF THE LIBRARY OF THE HUNGARIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

During Hungary’s struggle for independence in the early decades of the nineteenth century one of the main tasks was the cultivation of the Hungarian language. One of the measures taken to this end, was the foundation of the Hungarian Learned Society at the National Assembly of 1825. In contrast to similar institutions in most countries, it was established not by grace of the sovereign, but by Hungarian society at large. The Hungarian Academy has therefore never been a „royal” one. Its founder was Count István Széchenyi, a great politician of the age of reforms, who offered his one year’s income to support the aims of the Academy (Fig. 1).

The example of the generous founder was followed by Count József Teleki, the first President of the Academy, who in 1826 presented his library of 30,000 volumes to the Society, and thus laid the foundations of the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. (Fig. 3). According to the deed of foundation, he made his donation „filled with enthusiasm by love of his country, to promote the public weal”, and for „the use of every citizen.”

At this time the Széchényi Library of the National Museum, donated by the father of the István Széchenyi who founded the Academy, moreover, the University Library were already functioning. These three large libraries, complementary to one another, took the place of a single national library of general scope in collecting and performed its comprehensive tasks. This situation has been characteristic of Hungarian library system right up to the present.
The Hungarian Academy of Sciences began its work in temporary, hired premises. There was no room for establishing the Teleki Library there and the book collection, therefore, provisionally awaited its permanent home with the donating family.

Meanwhile the Library continued to grow. The example of the founder was followed by others. Private persons and families, almost in competition with one another, presented the treasures of their libraries, sometimes whole collections, to the Library of the Academy. A good many common people also increased its stock. As far back as the eighteenth century, the general desire to establish the Hungarian Learned Society was deep-rooted in the best sons of the nation. A characteristic example is the fact that more than a decade before the foundation István Sándor, "the first Hungarian bibliographer", had, in his will already left his collection of books, pictures, and coins, supplemented by a considerable foundation to the Academy to be established at some time in the future.

The Academy’s members also added works of their own to the stocks of the Library. The book and manuscript bequests of a number of prominent persons became part of the Library, including, among others, those of Ferenc Kazinczy, the organizer of Hungarian literary life, Mihály Vörösmarty, the greatest Hungarian romantic poet, the historian of literature Ferenc Toldy, the General Secretary of the Academy as well as several of their contemporaries. The Library was also augmented by valuable codices. As a gift of József Teleki, the founder, the Library even obtained a codex from the world-famous Bibliotheca Corvina of Matthias Corvinus, the last national king and great humanist.

Parallel with these gifts, the organizing and directing activity carried on by the Academy in the field of science also contributed to the Library’s growth. The academicians set about collecting the vocabulary of the Hungarian language, conducted competitions for scientific and literary works, criticizing them and publishing the best. The publication of year-books and a scientific journal was started. The Academy subscribed to foreign journals and established exchange relations with foreign institutions. In 1840 the printing offices were obliged by law to send deposit copies also to the Library of the Academy.
The stock, which grew together with the Academy and the Teleki Library, serving as basis for the Library of the Academy, were found joint accommodation in 1836. The house, the former home of the Academy and its Library, still stands intact at the busiest spot of the centre of the city, at 3, Petőfi Sándor Street, bearing the name of the best known Hungarian poet. The collection then consisting of about 50,000 volumes, was housed on the second floor in the eight premises of the wing facing the courtyard (Fig. 4). The donation of the Teleki family was now kept here, but administered separately.

The Library of the Academy was opened in 1844. On this occasion Mihály Vörösmarty, the Hungarian prince of poets of that time wrote an ode under the title „Thoughts in the library” (Fig. 6). „Has the world made progress through books?” — he asks. Notwithstanding the many depressing examples of the past, he feels that we have to struggle by means of books for the rule of truth and love, for the protection of the poorest. Vörösmarty as one of the leaders of the Academy was given inspiration to the poem in this Library, because for lack of separate reading rooms and working places research workers and librarians worked on tables among the shelves in those days.

The first printed directions for library administration and rules of procedure, compiled in a well-considered and expert manner by Ferenc Toldy, were prepared in 1848, the year of the revolution, that was so full of promise for the nation (Fig. 7—8).

In 1849, after the suppression of the struggle for freedom, the Academy’s activity, too, was paralysed by absolutism.

In 1851 Ferenc Toldy, acting as both General Secretary and Librarian of the Academy, yielded the direction of the Library to Pál Hunfalvy, one of the founders of Finno-Ugrian comparative linguistics.

In the 1860’s more favourable days dawned for the Academy and its Library. National contributions made it possible to begin building the palace of the Academy. A worthy place was found for it in one of the most beautiful spots of Budapest, near to the other establishments due to István Széchenyi, in the neighbourhood of the Tunnel under Castle Hill and of the Chain Bridge linking Buda with Pest. Friedrich Stüler, an architect of Berlin designed the palace in the spirit of the flourishing Italian Renaissance. The building was
carried out by Hungarian architects and craftsmen. In 1958, about a hundred years after the completion of the building, during repairs to the floor of the assembly hall, a letter was discovered from the joiners working on the building at that time. They finish their letter with the wish that those who will read it may see better days then they did (Fig. 10).

The move into the palace initiated a new period for both the Academy and its Library. The move was directed by János Arany, the General Secretary of that time, the greatest Hungarian realist poet and translator and best friend of Petőfi. His activity connected with the Library is recorded in innumerable documents dating from the thirteenth year period while he was the Academy's General Secretary. He took part in the work of the Library Committee, and it was he who proposed, among other things, that the names of the Library's founders be engraved in a memorial tablet. That nothing escaped his attention, appears from the fact that it was also he who introduced the use of call slips for readers. He was a devoted user of the Library.

The move into the palace temporarily put an end to the want of space, so that the reorganization of the Library could be begun. Together with the linguist József Budenz and the archaeologist Flóris Rómer, Pál Hunfalvy, who was then the head of Library, worked out a new shelving system and subject arrangement.

With the permission of the donating family, the Teleki Library was united with the material collected by the Library of the Academy. The arrangement of the stock according to subjects was begun. The shelf-marks originated from the abbreviations of the Hungarian names indicating fifty-four subjects (e. g. Fig. 8, right top corner). At that time the Library had three kinds of catalogue: topographical, alphabetical, and subject catalogues. The Library housed in the headquarters, was opened in 1867.

From the move into the new building to the First World War, the growth of the Library was steady. At first the technical equipment was also up-to-date. The reading room had gaslighting and, from 1895, electric lighting. The main stack-room was fitted with central heating built in the floor.

In 1897 the Library's stock grew rapidly because the printing offices had been obliged by a more stringent law to deliver deposit copies. However, there
were neither enough manpower nor adequate space for dealing with an increased rate of acquisition. These difficulties became fairly critical during the First World War. In these hard times Kálmán Szily was the General Secretary. Several library publications are linked with his name at the beginning of his term of office. In 1905, for instance, a list of the periodicals available in the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences was published.

In respect to both acquisition and exchange, the war-years resulted in a great regression. The Academy, sponsored by foundations, grew poor. The situation after the war was no more favourable. Inflation hindered the purchase of books from abroad and the number of deposit copies received also decreased strongly.

Under the direction of Zoltán Ferenczi, the next Chief Librarian, new stack-rooms were added to the Library. This made it possible in 1925 to house in an adequate manner the whole stock, consisting of 262 000 volumes.

The Finno-Ugrian scholar József Szinnyei, during his period as Chief Librarian, considered it his main task to process the uncatalogued material. This was all the more necessary because in 1929 the Academy received as a bequest by Count Ferenc Vigyázó not only a very large estate but, for its Library, an extraordinarily valuable collection of books (codices, incunabula, ancient Hungarian books, book rarities in bibliophile bindings.) The Academy first wished to make the Vigyázó estate more profitable by means of investment, so that no money from the estate was spent on the Library’s development.

Book purchases from abroad between the two world wars were very slight. Deposit copies essentially involved a quantitative growth only, thus merely increasing the existing want of space. The Library also became backward from the technical point of view.

During the Second World War the Chief Librarian János Melich, had to concentrate all his energies on saving the stocks. Some valuable parts of the book and manuscript collections were deposited in the air-raid shelter of the Academy’s palace, the cave-cellars under Castle Hill, the country shelter of the National Bank as well as the cellars of the National Museum. During the battle for the liberation of Budapest the reading room was closed and library
work stopped. At the turn of 1944—1945 a fire broke out in the palace but it was extinguished.

Devastated premises, burst open by shooting, and a dead book collection in the stack-rooms without windows stood in the place of a living library at the liberation of the country. From 1945 to 1948 order was gradually restored in the devastated stack-rooms. The removed units were brought back by degrees. The stocks of the Library suffered relatively slight damage.

With the help of the Government the damaged reading room was restored. This, together with the periodicals reading room adjacent to it, obtained fine up-to-date equipment. Plans were drawn up for accommodating the department of manuscripts and ancient books as well as the Oriental department.

In order to ensure its further development, the Library had to solve three main tasks:

- to overcome its isolation from the national library system,
- to increase book acquisitions from abroad,
- to develop its technical equipment.

The departments of the Library were organized for up-to-date library work in 1948.

Modernization was soon making itself felt in every domain of library life. In 1948 the stocks were augmented by 7900 works of which purchases from abroad accounted for 1200 volumes. The regular arrival of 530 foreign and 170 Hungarian periodicals indicated the future trend of growth. The fact, that the reading-room was open all day, also complied with the new requirements. Thus the year 1949 was a herald, an introductory period of the Library’s large-scale development.

Pursuant to the Act XXVII of 1949 on the reorganization of the Academy, the Hungarian Academy of Sciences became the supreme scientific body of the Hungarian People’s Republic and the leading organization of Hungarian scientific life. The State ensures the financial funds required for performing these tasks. The reborn Academy gradually developed its network of institutes in which the Library, as the Academy’s oldest institute, occupied its worthy place.
The main task of the Library, as it set out on the path of Socialist development, was to support the scientific research work carried on by the Academy. In detail:

(1) It supplies Hungarian scientific research (more exactly: that carried on by the Academy) with Hungarian and foreign documentation (books, periodicals, manuscripts, microfilms and reference services.)

(2) Through regular exchange schemes, it sends Hungarian special literature, particularly the publications of the Academy, to foreign scientific institutions and research workers; moreover it acquires the necessary scientific material from abroad.

(3) It renders the institutional libraries affiliated to the Academy's network different services and gives them professional assistance.

(4) It takes part in the nation-wide inter-library work aimed at developing the Hungarian Socialist library system.

(5) It engages in activity in the fields of library science and other specialized branches of knowledge.

In compliance with the new tasks, the scope of the Library has been established as follows.

It collects

(1) the literature of marxism-leninism;

(2) the publications of foreign academies of sciences and the literature relating to their activities;

(3) special works on policies for science and on the organization and planning of scientific research;

(4) standard works on the social and natural sciences, general, bibliographical, and reference works, furthermore, works of fiction by the classics and prominent representatives of world literature.

(5) As a scientific special library, it acquires on a nation-wide scale the literature on the following subjects:

ancient history
classical philology
history of world literature
Oriental literature
linguistics.
(6) As regards periodicals, the field of collecting is, through the exchange of the Acta published by the Academy, more comprehensive, in the interests of basic research.

(7) In certain branches of basic research it provides in advance for the acquisition of basic special literature from abroad.

(8) Of ancient books it acquires chiefly the works important from the point of view of the history of science. As far as manuscripts are concerned, it collects mainly those connected with the Academy: documents on the Academy, dissertations for the degrees of Candidate and Doctor of Sciences.

With the functions and field of collecting mentioned above the Library has adapted itself to the national library system. When required, it also takes part in the work of the international organizations connected with its character (UNESCO, ASLIB, FID).

At present the Library's stock includes about 870,000 items of which some 200,000 are manuscripts. The annual accession generally comprises 16,000 volumes.

Over and above these figures, the significance of the Library and the value of its collections lie in the fact that, as the library of the Academy, it is an important institution of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences which direct the scientific life of the whole country and in that, as a general large research library, it collects exclusively scientific material.

The Library is under the immediate supervision of the President of the Academy. In agreement with him, the Minister of Education exercises professional control over it.

The increased new tasks have made it necessary to organize further departments and divisions to develop a more satisfactory system of library managements, to increase considerably the staff and to ensure adequate financial funds as well as space. (As regards the latter, the Library has in spite of the new establishments, not been able in every respect to keep pace with the requirements posed by its rapid development.)

The Library consists of the following units:

1. Management (and Finance Office)
2. Acquisition Department
In addition to library work proper, the Library also engages in scientific activity of its own, including that in the field of library science. Owing to the large number of practical tasks and earlier emissions to be made good there is, however, relatively little opportunity for the Library's staff to carry on active scientific work. In this respect the so-called „research days” permitted by the Academy are of considerable assistance. They make it possible to cultivate not only library science but also other specialized branches of Learning and thus indirectly contribute to raising library work (e.g. acquisition, reference, increase and treatment of special collections, etc.) to a higher level.

A serial is published by the Library under the title: *Publicationes Bibliothecae Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae* which has also been given a favourable reception abroad.

In the past ten years, the Library, together with the reorganized Academy, has developed into an institution of a Socialist type. Its history, covering 135 years, has been interwoven with that of the Academy. The latter just like its Library, has reached the highest stage of its development since Hungary's Liberation in 1945, and especially in the last ten years.

The Library cannot have any finer task than in its own particular way to help the development of the Academy and of Hungarian science and thus the building of Socialism.
THE USE OF THE LIBRARY

The Library of the Academy is a research library of a public character for research workers. Its use is free.

The visitor to the Library first passes through the ornate vestibule of the Palace of the Academy. Between the columns a range of show-cases display the Library’s occasional exhibitions, reminding the viewer on various anniversaries of the most outstanding scholars and artists of mankind by presenting data, pictures, manuscripts, books and periodicals. Since 1950 exhibitions have been devoted to the memory of Darwin, Edison, Mme Curie, Maimonides, Goethe, Milton, Scott, Turgenev, Gogol, Hugo, Wagner, Haydn and among the Hungarians of János Arany, Endre Ady, Attila József, Kálmán Mikszáth, Aurél Stein, Sándor Kőrösi Csoma, Ottó Herman and the founder of the Academy, István Széchenyi. There have been two exhibitions as part of the UNESCO Program for „Mutual Appreciation of Eastern and Western Cultural Values”, one on „India and her Hungarian Explorers” the other on „Asia and Hungarian Oriental Studies”.

On entering the small entrance hall of the Library the reader is welcomed by two white marble statues representing József Teleki, the Library’s founder, and Ferenc Toldy who was the first to do library work in the collection.

In the show-cases of the entrance hall the dust covers of books recently received draw the visitor’s attention to the Library’s new acquisitions.

From here we enter the imposing Main Stack, a large oblong room similar to the old one-room libraries (Fig. 11), from which a forged iron door separates the Catalogue-Room where the Library’s several card catalogues are filed. (They
are made up of international catalogue cards duplicated by the Ormig system.)
The main catalogue comprises the alphabetical list of material acquired since 1950 as well as that of the old stock which is gradually being recatalogued. There is, in addition, a systematic catalogue arranged according to the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), and a geographical catalogue in which the titles are entered under the geographical subdivisions of UDC. There is also a series card catalogue to provide information for readers. Old material not so far recatalogued is listed alphabetically in a loose-leaf catalogue kept in big old boxes; some of its pages are manuscripts of former librarians. From the old system of shelving the books in an arrangement by broad subject fields, the Library has turned to the up-to-date current number or accession order of shelving.

Leaving the Catalogue Room, we enter the sunlit Reading Room facing the Danube embankment (Fig. 12). From its windows there is a splendid view of Gellért Hill, the Chain Bridge and the Castle of Buda. On one wall of the room marble tablets remind the visitor of the donors who have enriched the Library with their endowments, while on the other, three oil paintings show Ferenc Kölesey, an outstanding Hungarian poet and philosopher, the author of our national anthem; János Batsányi, a poet who greeted the French Revolution; and Farkas Bolyai, a noted scientist, father of the world-famed matematician János Bolyai. A reference library of 3000 volumes is located here in bookcases along the walls, arranged by subject fields to which readers have free access. 34 research workers can be accommodated in this room.

The next door opens into the Periodicals Reading Room. It has a shelving of current issues of about 1300 periodicals of the approximately 4000 serial titles (journals, annals, yearbooks, reports, etc.) received. 8 research workers can be accommodated in this room. Both the alphabetical and subject catalogues of the periodicals are housed here (Fig. 13). The full stock of periodicals comprising some 10 000 kinds of publication in about 100 000 volumes, is located in the new periodicals stack of the Library that was constructed after the Liberation, and is equipped with modern adjustable iron shelves (Fig. 14). The Library issues lists of current periodicals received from abroad. The periodicals group became a separate division in 1954.
Books are lent by the Circulation Department, and home lending is permitted — as a rule — only for members of the Academy, scholars and scientists with Doctor’s or Candidate’s degrees, research workers at the institutes of the Academy, university staff, and the scientific workers of other libraries. Works published under a series title, dictionaries, books of special value, old books, rarities, periodicals and manuscripts may not be taken out.

Reference work is done partly by the Information Section of the Circulation Department, and partly by the Reference and Bibliographical Department set up in 1953. The latter is charged with supplying the Presidium and the scientific and administrative organs as well as the institutes of the Academy with information, bibliographies, etc. The department replies to numerous inquiries on the past of the Academy, international scientific relations, the work of notable scientists and scholars, and on matters of scientific policy and organization. In addition, scientific bibliographies are issued, and the Accession list of foreign publications is also published by the Department in 10 issues annually.

A staircase that opens on to the courtyard leads up to the Department of Manuscripts and Old Books located on the first floor. The Department consists of four intercommunicating rooms each furnished like an old one-room library (Fig. 16). The first of them is a reading room for 8 readers. All round the walls, in closed glass bookcases, are shelved old manuscripts and books printed or published in Hungary up to 1711 and works published abroad which are in Hungarian or are written by Hungarian authors or deal with Hungary, Hungarian men or Hungarian conditions. In the corner of the first room is a separate fire-proof cabinet with safes. A wooden staircase leads up to the gallery which also houses a number of manuscripts and other material.

The Library of the Academy has, from its very inception, collected not only printed matter, but also manuscripts, including codices, old manuscripts, documents, records, collections of historical sources, literary and scientific reliquia of every kind which were collected without any well-defined scope. To manage this heterogeneous material, a Department of Manuscripts was set up in 1916 under the guidance of Floris Romer, the archaeologist and archivist, who arranged the material in 16 subject fields. The older material is still ar-
ranged according to his classification. Separate old loose-leaf catalogues contain the catalogue pages of manuscripts and of the correspondence material. Now these catalogues are more simple.

In the reading room of the Department a show-case is placed parallel with the reading desks. Its glasses are covered with green felt to preserve the precious handwritten national values from light. These include a Prayer-book of Benigna Magyar written in Hungarian in 1513 (Fig. 17) and the thick Érsekújvári-Codex, also written in Hungary at the beginning of the sixteenth century (Fig. 18). It was copied on the Isle of Rabbits (which is the former name of the Margaret-Island that lies between Buda and Pest). One of the pages bears the name of the copying nun: Márta Sövényházi. The Library’s only Corvin-codex is also placed here: the work of Ludovicus Carbo: *De laudibus Matthiae Regis* (Fig. 19). Its silk binding is disintegrating, but the codex itself is unharmed, its gilding gleams, and bears the coat-of-arms of the Hunyadi dynasty, representing a raven holding a ring. Another treasure of the Library is the *Liber de septem signis* that had been taken to the Corvina-library from King Sigismund’s collection (Fig. 20). At present this codex is placed on deposit at the Museum of Fine Arts.

This Department has 125 codices, 85 of them mediaeval. Among them are twelve manuscripts bearing mediaeval records of the Hungarian language. The show-case displays the following manuscripts of our great writers and poets: a Latin letter of Miklós Zrínyi, the soldier-poet who defeated the Turkse a report to the Academy by Sándor Körösi Csoma (Fig. 42), the author of the first Tibetan grammar, a drawing by Kazinczy, the neologist and organiser of Hungarian literature, that he drew looking out of the window of his jail, where he had been imprisoned for disseminating the ideas of the French Revolution, János Batsányi was also banished to Linz at the end of the eighteenth century: because of his revolutionary ideas. The call at the end of his poem reads „Keep your watchful eyes on Paris” (Fig. 21). The first, corrected version of Vörösmarty’s „Szózat”, a poem that is Hungary’s second national anthem, is also exhibited here, as well as the manuscript of János Arany’s excellent translations of Aristophanes, and the manuscript of the *Tragedy of Man* by Madách with the corrections of Arany (Fig. 24). The Department took over all
the manuscript of the founder of the Academy from the former Széchenyi-Museum of the Academy. There is also a letter of Lajos Kossuth dealing with the death of Cavour and the connections of Hungarian refugees with him (Fig. 25). In another manuscript, in a neat hand, Ignác Semmelweis, the „saver of mothers’ lives” reported to the Academy on the methods of defence against puerperal fever (Fig. 33). Then there is the first poetical exchange of letters between the fraternal friends of Hungarian literature of the nineteenth century, Sándor Petőfi, who is most known abroad, and our greatest epic poet János Arany whose characteristically Hungarian verse is practically untranslatable. In his first letter Petőfi writes the sentence known as their common poetical program: „If the people will but rule in poetry, they will be near to ruling in politics too.” (Fig. 22—23).

Manuscripts of the greatest Hungarian prose writers are also preserved here with the small letters of the great romantic novelist, Mór Jókai; Kálmán Mikszáth’s backward sloping letters (Fig. 26), letters of Zsigmond Móricz (Fig. 28), and Endre Ady, the great lyrist (Fig. 27). There are also letters by Ferenc Liszt (Fig. 29) and Béla Bartók (Fig. 30). Of our scientists, manuscripts of Ányos Jedlik (Fig. 32), the inventor of the dynamo and electric motor, are preserved as well as those of the eponym of the University of Budapest, Loránd Eötvös, the discoverer of the geophysical instrument bearing his name, the torsion balance (Fig. 34).

The Department has taken over the older portions of the archives of the Academy and also those of the Kisfaludy Society which was, in its day an important literary association.

Doctoral and Candidate’s theses also constitute a continuously growing part of the Department. In the future, literary reliquia of scholars will be the main items to be collected.

Foreign visitors have often enquired about the former Elischer’s Goethe-Museum. This Museum fell victim to the Second World War, but the manuscripts luckily escaped destruction and are now also treasured possessions of the Department.

The Collection of Old Books is located in rooms common with the Department of Manuscripts. It was set up in 1954. The collection is at present made up
of the following parts: 1) Incunabula; 2) Old books and rarities (Hungarian printed matter or that of Hungarian interest issued prior to 1711, Aldine- and Elzevir-editions); 3) First editions of notable authors, presentation copies, artistic or historical bindings, the private library of Mihály Vörösmarty, etc.; 4) New acquisitions of books published abroad prior to 1800 and in Hungary before 1850. The collection contains 1109 incunabula.

All the titles of the four parts of the collection are listed in a common catalogue arranged in alphabetical and chronological order.

Of the items of the Old Book Collection containing matters of Hungarian interest, mention must be made of Chronica Hungarorum (Augsburg 1488) by János Thuróczi that constitutes an important source for the Age of the Hunyadis (Fig. 38), and of a work of Pelbárt Temesvári entitled Pomerium de tempore issued in Augsburg in 1502 and disseminated all over Europe. The title page of this work is a remarkable woodcut (Fig. 39). An important item is the first book published entirely in Hungarian: The Epistles of St. Paul, by Benedek Komjáthi (Cracow, 1533) (Fig. 40).

One of the most valuable parts of the collection of old books was also obtained by the Library by way of donation. In 1905 György Ráth, director of the Hungarian Museum of Applied Arts, bequeathed his collection of nearly 2500 volumes to the Library, embracing books with amateur bindings, part of which was printed in Hungary before 1711, while the rest were published abroad, about Hungary.

Apart from this collection, other pieces of the Old Book Collection were in a very poor condition, with disintegrating volumes, worn and slashed leather bindings, broken wooden boards and repairs and new bindings done without expert knowledge. This made it necessary to set about the work of conserving and restoring the material. The books also had to be protected against insects and mould. After a careful studying of the foreign — mainly Italian — and Hungarian literature of this subject, the work began with highly skilled collaborators six years ago. The bookbinding shop of the Library, set up in 1958, also takes a considerable part in this work.

Some 500 volumes have so far been restored and conserved. In the course of this work we did not aim at bibliophile perfection. Our task was to preserve
for posterity all the values left to us by previous ages. We may thus speak of
conservation rather than of restoration in this facet of our work. Where new
bindings had to be made we insisted on two main features: the new binding
must be able to conserve the material for further centuries, and it must be in
harmony with the general effect of the collection (Fig. 51—52).

The work of restoration sometimes provides valuable surprises: we
succeeded in steeping a one folio incunable calendar dating from 1483 out of
a book cover (Fig. 36), while from another one we gained a playing-card from
1570 (Fig. 37).

There is also a show-case in the last room of the Department of Manuscripts and Old Books, containing rarities of the collections. This room belonged
to the apartment of the great General Secretary of the Academy, János Arany,
the poet. His memory is preserved by the old stove, the poet’s armchair and
his picture on the wall.

Returning to the ground-floor of the Academy, the visitor may enter the
Oriental Department. It was opened in 1951. The stock of the material collected
here was constituted by the oriental items which had been found within the
various subject areas of the main stack of the Library. The Tibetan manuscripts of Sándor Körösi Csoma came to Hungary by way of Tivadar Duka,
a medical colonel in India (Fig. 43). A collection of Turkish codices was donated
by Ármin Vámbéry (Fig. 45). — David Kaufmann bequeathed by will to the
Academy his collection of Hebrew brooks and manuscripts of great international value (Fig. 44). Later on Sándor Kégl’s library of Persian and Sanscrit
books, and the private collection of Sir Marc Aurel Stein was incorporate in
the Oriental Department, — as he wrote in his will: „in token of my
grateful remembrance of the help I received from the latter (Academy) as a
student and of the encouragement which the Academy accorded me as one
of its members.”

The entry to the Oriental Department is through a reading room,
accommodating 8 readers. Its gallery is of near eastern style, the panelling
being decorated with motifs taken from the architecture of the Islam (Fig. 41).

A reference library housed in this room gives informations about the
cultures and peoples of India, Iran, the Caucasus, the ancient Near East, Israel
and hebraistics, Egypt, Africa, Turkey, Mongolian and Altaic languages, China, Indochina, Tibet, Japan, Indonesia and Oceania. The inner room, named after Sándor Körösi Csoma, houses a library of some 2000 works, containing oriental codices. 600 of them belong to the Kaufmann-collection. Among the noteworthy Tibetan manuscripts and xylographic materials are the reliquia of Sándor Körösi Csoma which served him as sources in writing his famous Tibetan dictionary and grammar, spending 11 years in cold lama monasteries. Mention must be made of the considerable scientific correspondence of Ignác Goldziher comprising more than 10,000 items.

The Microfilm Collection and Photographic Laboratory was set up in 1953. At first the work was done with only one or two cameras. A sudden considerable development took place, however, due to the modern equipment given by UNESCO in 1957. The Laboratory can now engage in manifold and continuous work by means of its high-capacity microfilm cameras, automatic developing machine, continuous microfilm printer, rapid copying equipment, optical photocopying apparatus, microfiche apparatus, transportable microfilming equipment, hand cameras of various types, enlargers and other equipment to facilitate photoduplicating work. The microfilm service deals with a considerable quantity of orders, both foreign and domestic, for microfilms and photocopies.

Apart from satisfying these orders, the laboratory permanently copies the most valuable holdings of the Library. In addition, photo duplication is used to augment the Library. The collection comprise, among others, microfilm copies of old Hungarian book rarities, Corvin codices abroad, oriental manuscripts, and consists of microfilms of more than 3000 works as of the end of 1959. An alphabetical catalogue and a catalogue of origin serves the reader, and several microfilm readers are at his disposal.
The founders of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences planned and considered exchanges as an important means for communication between the Academies.

Soon after the foundation, the organization of international contracts commenced. In 1832—33 an academician, who had been travelling abroad, established the first exchange relation with the Philosophical Society of Philadelphia.

The first volume of the Yearbook of the Academy, that had begun its publication in 1833, was sent to the learned societies listed below by the virtue of a decision of the General Assembly: Institut Français, Royal Society of London and Edinburgh, American Philosophical Society, Bayerische Akademie, Göttingische Akademie, Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Academy of St. Petersburg. Next year the Academy of Florence, the Archaeological Academy of Rome and the Royal Swedish Academy were entered on the mailing list. These exchange consignments constituted the beginning of the Library’s regular exchange activity.

A circular sent with the first exchange material laid down a principle that is valid to this day, that the mutual sending of publications was regarded both as the cooperation of peoples caring for the arts and sciences, and as a device for mutual scientific assistance.

Count István Széchenyi, the founder of the Academy, in the course of his journeys, made to prepare the way for domestic cultural and economical reforms, also made efforts to establish exchange relations with other foreign Academies. On returning he reported that the exchange copy of the Bayerische
Akademie had been personally handed over to Schelling, that of the Institut Français to Gay-Lussac, and that of the Royal Society of London to the Duke of Sussex, and at the sessions of the societies of Paris and London he had recommended the then young Academy to their goodwill.

Both the founders and Ferenc Toldy, the first director of the Library, soon recognized the importance of these foreign relations in respect to the Academy and the Library.

The tragic defeat of the struggle for freedom of 1848/49 paralyzed the Hungarian world of learning, and also the Library's further development. While in 1838 collectors and scholars gave 164 books to the Library, the total number of books received as a gift in 1849 was two. Exchange relations, however, continued and expanded even in these hard times.

A considerable decline was caused in this respect by the First World War. While in 1913 the Academy had been maintaining exchange relations with 287 institutes abroad, in 1918 not more than 87 institutes maintained these relations.

During the years after the war — as there were no material that could be sent out in exchange — the Library could not take up its interrupted exchange relations. There were, however, institutions such as the Academies of London, Edinburgh and Rome, that continued sending their publications without any compensation.

During the thirties and forties exchange agreements were established with 450 institutions. This was all the more important as the then leadership of the Academy did not develop the Library by purchasing any books at all, and thus exchange constituted the only possibility of obtaining the modern scientific material needed. The Library, despite the contemporary government's narrow-minded, chauvinistic attitude to cultural policy, continued maintaining its broad exchange relations in those years too. This can be well seen from the fact that the Library established regular and ever developing exchange relations with the academic centers of the Soviet Union (Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, etc.) and with the academies of the neighbouring states.

The Second World War again interrupted this broad exchange activity. After the Liberation, however, the situation gradually improved. In 1946—1949
the Library exchanged with the Academy's "Acta" of six kinds. These Acta contained articles in Russian, English, French and German.

A sudden development took place in 1950, on the occasion of the reorganization of the Academy, which organized the regular publication of scientific works and — in addition — began the publication of new Acta. This enabled the Library to enlarge the scope of its exchanges and raise their level. By the end of 1950 exchange relations were established with 480 foreign institutions, and by 1957 this number was trebled. Nowadays exchange activities involve more than 1700 institutions of 86 states (Fig. 53). At present 40 percent of the Library's accessions of books and 80 percent of the periodicals are obtained by exchange.

With the reorganization of the Academy the Library was given the task of sending the achievements of Hungarian scientific research work to learned societies abroad in the form of regular exchange. This is essential, because our publications in Hungarian are only slightly read abroad, on account of difficulties due to the language. Our research workers on the other hand, can become acquainted with the advances and methods of scientific work performed in all parts of the world through the material received. Thus the Library has to keep an eye both on the needs of the Academy, and on its principles relating to acquisitions. At the same time it has to develop its international relations with libraries on a large scale, apart from exchanges, and efforts must be made to aid the economically underdeveloped countries with specialist literature.

The main purposes of the Library's exchange activity are:

(1) performing the exchange of the Academy's publications (Acta and books published by the Academy) by bilateral agreement;

(2) to carry out the tasks resulting from the cultural exchanges assured by intergovernmental and inter-academic agreements with the friendly nations. Beside this it coordinates the exchange activities of the institutional library system of the Academy, and performs — by special agreements — the exchange of non-academic scientific publications for its partners abroad.

New tasks required new methods. Besides the exchange of periodicals, that of the books has also been developed since 1954. Supplying the large foreign libraries with informations on books to come has also been organized.
The Library has also made it possible for libraries and learned societies interested in Hungarian scientific literature be able to obtain information on Hungarian publications before the appearance of the bibliographies. It was found that this initiative has augmented the interest shown in Hungarian scientific books. In the course of these exchange relations, the Hungarian collections of large foreign libraries have been completed and developed.

The Hungarian Academy of Sciences has joined in the work of international organizations through its Exchange Division. Instead of the old exchange system, it has thus entered on the field of new international library relations by means of its exchange activity as well as of managing other new international relations. The Library endeavours to enlarge and strengthen its connections with all the institutions of the world of learning in accordance with the ideals of science and humanity.
IV.

THE RESEARCH LIBRARY NETWORK OF THE ACADEMY

The library has also served as a Central Library of the Academy's research institutes since 1950, in accordance with its task in carrying out both the principles and practice of an up-to-date, Socialist library organization.

In the first part of 1960 this system united libraries of 38 research institutes or research groups. The stocks of these libraries can be estimated at 500,000 volumes, and the number of volumes of current periodicals amounted to 5300. 16 of the libraries maintain working exchange relations with similar institutes abroad.

The institutional libraries are mainly intended to help the research workers of the institutes in their work.

The Central Library aids the institutional libraries by giving them help in the acquisition of books and periodicals and assigns most of its duplicate copies to them. They are also helped with photo services and with the managing of inter-library loans. The union catalogue, comprising the stocks of the institutional libraries, is now being compiled.
THE LIBRARY NETWORK OF THE HUNGARIAN ACADEMY
OF SCIENCES
(The statistical figures refer to 31st December, 1959)

LIBRARY OF THE AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Address Martonvásár
Founded 1950
Printed books 7 500 vols.
Periodicals 500 
Other 1 797 units
Stock 10 197 

LIBRARY OF THE BIOCHEMICAL INSTITUTE

Address Budapest XI Karolina ut 29
Founded 1950
Printed books 970 vols.
Periodicals 942 
Stock 1 912 

LIBRARY OF THE BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Address Tihany
Founded 1927
Printed books 3 666 vols.
Periodicals 6 428 
Other 9 343 units
Stock 19 437 

LIBRARY OF THE BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND BOTANIC GARDEN

Address Vácrátót
Founded 1952
Printed books 1 772 vols
Periodicals 538 
Other 2 761 units
Stock 5 071 
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## Library of the Central Institute for Chemical Research

**Address:** Budapest XIV Hungária krt. 114  
**Founded:** 1952  
- **Printed books:** 3,194 vols.  
- **Periodicals:** 2,200  
- **Other:** 1,654 units  
- **Stock:** 7,048

## Library of the Central Institute of Physical Research

**Address:** Budapest XII Konkoly-Thege u. 11-13  
**Founded:** 1950  
- **Printed books and periodicals:** 21,736 vols.  
- **Other:** 4,750 units  
- **Stock:** 26,486

## Library of the Enterprise for the Manufacture of Research Equipment

**Address:** Budapest XIV Komócsy u. 29–31  
**Founded:** 1957  
- **Printed books:** 782 vols.  
- **Periodicals:** 242 "  
- **Stock:** 1,024 "

## Eötvös Library of the Institute of the History of Literature

**Address:** Budapest XI. Ménesi út 11–13  
**Founded:** 1895  
- **Printed books:** 94,260 vols.  
- **Periodicals:** 11,692 "  
- **Other:** 154 units  
- **Stock:** 106,106 "
LIBRARY OF THE FOLK MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Address Budapest V Roosevelt tér 9
Founded 1953
Printed books 1 194 vols.
Periodicals 229 „
Stock 1 423 „

LIBRARY OF THE GEOCHEMICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

Address Budapest VIII Muzeum krt. 4/a
Founded 1955
Printed books 315 vols.
Stock 315 „

LIBRARY OF THE GEODETICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

Address Sopron, POB 9
Founded 1955
Printed books 1 248 vols.
Periodicals 202 „
Other 303 units
Stock 1 753 „

LIBRARY OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL RESEARCH GROUP

Address Budapest VI Népköztársaság u. 62
Founded 1951
Printed books 32 571 vols.
Other 15 000 units
Stock 47 571 „

LIBRARY OF THE GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

Address Sopron Szt. György u. 16
Founded 1955
Printed books 473 vols.
Periodicals 190 „
Other 644 units
Stock 1 307 „
LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE FOR AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT

Address Budapest VI Népköztársaság u. 62
Founded 1953
Printed books 3,432 vols.
Periodicals 38 "
Stock 3,470 "

LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE OF CHILD PSYCHOLOGY

Address Budapest VI Szondy u. 83--85
Founded 1902
Printed books 5,971 vols.
Periodicals 1,485 "
Stock 7,456 "

LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE OF ECONOMICS

Address Budapest V Nádor u. 7
Founded 1954
Printed books 15,094 vols.
Periodicals 2,275 "
Stock 17,369 "

LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE OF EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE

Address Budapest IX Tűzoltó u. 58
Founded 1954
Printed books 1,842 vols.
Periodicals 1,311 "
Other 4 units
Stock 3,157 "

LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE OF GENETICS

Address Budapest II Hermann Ottó u. 15
Founded 1940
Printed books and periodicals 3,398 vols.
Other 1,595 units
Stock 4,993 "
LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE OF HISTORICAL SCIENCE

Address Budapest I Uri u. 51—53
Founded 1941
Printed books 48,407 vols.
Periodicals 7,815 "
Other 9,557 units
Stock 65,779 "

LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR RESEARCH

Address Debrecen Bem tér 18/c
Founded 1954
Printed books 2,709 vols.
Periodicals 1,237 "
Other 612 units
Stock 4,558 "

LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE OF PHILOSOPHY

Address Budapest V Széchenyi rkp. 3
Founded 1957
Printed books 1,828 vols.
Periodicals 67 "
Stock 1,895 "

LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE OF LEGAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCES

Address Budapest V Szemere u. 10
Founded 1949
Printed books 16,138 vols.
Periodicals 2,033 "
Other 540 units
Stock 18,711 "
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LIBRARY OF THE INSTITUTE OF LINGUISTICS

Address Budapest V Szalay u. 10—14
Founded 1950
Printed books and periodicals 18,038 vols.
Other 32 units
Stock 18,070

LIBRARY OF THE INSTRUMENTATION SERVICE

Address Budapest V Martinelli tér 3—5
Founded 1958
Printed books 44 vols.
Other 17,536 units
Stock 17,580

LIBRARY OF THE KONKOLY OBSERVATORY

Address Budapest XII Konkoly-Thege Miklós út 13—17
Founded 1921
Printed books and periodicals 16,872 vols.
Other 3,000 units
Stock 19,872

LIBRARY OF THE MATHEMATICAL INSTITUTE

Address Budapest V Reáltanoda u. 13—15
Founded 1950
Printed books 8,600 vols.
Periodicals 2,700
Other 8,260 units
Stock 19,560

LIBRARY OF THE RESEARCH GROUP FOR ARCHAEOLOGY

Address Budapest I Uri u. 49
Founded 1958
Printed books 243 vols.
Periodicals 31
Stock 274
LIBRARY OF THE RESEARCH GROUP FOR CYBERNETICS

Address Budapest V Nádor u. 7
Founded 1956
Printed books 1 418 vols.
Periodicals 335 "
Other 286 units
Stock 2 039 "

LIBRARY OF THE RESEARCH GROUP FOR SOLAR PHYSICS

Address Debrecen 10, POB 30
Founded 1958
Printed books 507 vols.
Periodicals 510 "
Stock 1 017 "

LIBRARY OF THE RESEARCH GROUP OF STEREOCHEMISTRY

Address Budapest X Gém u. 3
Founded 1958
Printed books 257 vols.
Periodicals 140 "
Stock 397 "

LIBRARY OF THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR SOIL SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY

Address Budapest II Herman Ottó u. 15
Founded 1950
Printed books 4 671 vols.
Periodicals 2 708 "
Stock 7 379 "
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LIBRARY OF THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR TECHNICAL PHYSICS

Address Budapest VIII Puskin u. 11
Founded 1958
Printed books 2480 vols.
Periodicals 645 ,, Stock 3125 ,, 

LIBRARY OF THE RESEARCH LABORATORY FOR OIL-MINING

Address Sopron Muzeum u. 6
Founded 1957
Printed books 645 vols.
Periodicals 62 ,, Stock 707 ,, 

LIBRARY OF THE RESEARCH LABORATORY FOR SOIL BIOLOGY

(Merged into the Library of the Research Institute of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
Address Sopron, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky út 1.
Founded 1952
Printed books 1130 vols.
Periodicals 113 ,, Other 97 units Stock 1340 ,, 

LIBRARY OF THE THEORETICAL PHYSICS RESEARCH GROUP

Address Budapest XI Budafoki út 8
Founded 1954
Printed books 1113 vols.
Periodicals 470 ,, Stock 1583 ,, 
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**Library of the Veterinary Research Institute**

Address *Budapest XIV Hungária krt. 21*

Founded 1950

- Printed books: 897 vols.
- Periodicals: 976 "
- Other: 1,811 units
- Stock: 3,684 "

**Library of the West Hungarian Research Institute**

Address *Pécs, Kulich Gyula u. 22*

Founded 1943

- Printed books: 11,733 vols.
- Periodicals: 3,272 "
- Other: 2,113 units
- Stock: 17,118 "
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The Series:

Publicationes Bibliothecae Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae


   Résumé: La Bibliothèque de l'Académie Hongroise des Sciences. (Abrégé historique à l’occasion du 130e anniversaire de sa fondation.)
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   Summary: The Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in the service of the aims of the Academy.

   Summary: The archives of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
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   **Summary:** On the problems of union lists of periodicals.

   (Klny.: Revue de Documentation. 25. vol. 1958. 3. No.)

   **Summary:** History of the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. (1826—1849.)


   **Zusammenfassung:** Das Prinzip der Provenienz und ihre Anwendung in Bibliotheken.

18. Rásonyi László: Stein Aurél és hagyatéka. — Sir Aurel Stein and his legacy. [In press]
PLATES
Count István Széchenyi (1791—1860), founder of the Academy
The minutes of the Academy's First General Assembly
3 - Count József Teleki (1790—1855), the Academy's first President, founder of the Library of the Academy
4 — The first home of the Library
5—The palace of the Academy
6 — „Thoughts in the library”.
A poem by Mihály Vörösmarty (1800—1855) on the occasion of the Library’s opening
7 — Ferenc Toldy (1805—1875), General Secretary of the Academy, first Chief Librarian
UTASÍTÁS

A M. AKADEMIAI KÖNYVTÁR'

TISZTVISELŐI' SZÁMÁRA.

BUDÁN,
A' MAGYAR KIRÁLYI EGYETEM BETÜIVEL.
1848.

8 — The Library's first statute
9 — The main staircase
A letter to posterity written (on October 21st, 1865) by the joiners working on the palace of the Academy. They hope that “he to whose hand it will come will see better days than we did”. It came to light during repairs, after about a hundred years.
11 — The old stack-room
12 - The main reading room
3 — The periodicals reading room
The new stack-room
15 — The catalogue-room
The Department of Manuscripts and Old Books
7 — The Prayer-Book of Benigna Magyar the wife of Pál Kinizsi, one of King Matthias' generals. A codex in Hungarian dating from 1513.
Codex of Érsekújvár, written in Hungarian in 1529–31 by Márta Sövényházi in the convent on Margaret Island of Budapest
SÆCÆ REGÆ MAIÆTATI DÌ
VI MATTHIE PÅNONIE BOEMI
DALMATIÆ REGIS INVICTISSI
MI: LODOVICVS CARBO S
ÀVTEM PLVRIMAM DIGIT

Oenemplantem tibi di
ligentissime intuenti
sanguis, ita præci
pum externorum re
sum utam & morte, id
tacte quid occurrer quem tibi in omnine
laudis prefert aut et comparat poestim
Duce Matthia regemintesstime: Nam si
ti regis militari fundiat consideretim aq
propria est magnorum uxor: præcipi
busque maxime necessaria non ad intercedas
sed ad propulsandas iniurias, neminem.
20 — *Liber de septime signis*. An illuminated codex fragment from the beginning of the fifteenth century. It came to the Corvina Library from that of King Sigismund (1368—1437)
A fr. orsági béltorásokra.
(Kassák, 1789.)

Remzitek, országok! kik rám kelypték ben;
Nyúztők a rabságnak kínos kötelében,
S gyöngös központsára döntő vaságatók!
Nyakatokról eldöb le nem várhattatok;
Tí-is, kiknek vérét a Tomászet kéri,
Hív jobbágyotoknak felhentetek hókőrös!
Szeretek, s hogy soroztok előre nézitek,
Vigyázz remzitek! Pánira veszitek!
22 — A letter of congratulations from Sándor Petőfi (1823—1849) to János Arany on the occasion of the publication of Toldi, his popular epos
Válasz

Petőfi Sándornak

Létez az utca bejáratánál,
Örökké béke és dicsőség betűk!
Nincs sem szerelem sem testvéri gyermek.

Aztán pállyáz a vége......

Szeretnéd, ősemsége én, régen?
Tőlünk szorong művészi veménye különösen?

Olyan nyomás, hogy a testvéri én, régen?
Tőlünk szorong művészi veménye különösen?

Szi vagyok én, kérned. Egy mély szavadek
Az ismétlődésknek első, ezredes, előadó,
Sorsa az én értem, s ha dabra olvadok
Olyan föi magas ajakimra dalok.

Harmattan kövél el kívándorolni,
Sőt a hors herceg és szellemre vagyok.
Szőlőrész föléjére bujkóhelynek, holmi
Hírbe közül földön egyhajó vírágját.

Így a bajongók hírei címformának,
Örökké maradnak, ahol szorívak utóra,
A következő jövőben, sőt, homályodóval,
Cselejetet föibriem jel elköltözéseben.
The manuscript of the dramatic poem *Az ember tragédiáj* (The Tragedy of Man) by Imre Madách (1823—1684), with the corrections of János Arany and directions for setting.
25 — A letter of Lajos Kossuth (1802—1894) on the occasion of Cavour's death. (Torino, June 8th, 1861)
Kedves borzalom!

ittel kívánságom az első feladat, ney
is anál az első előtti feladat, mivel a könyv
jelentős változás az órai leírások, mellet a
változtatás megjegyzés

Er a még fel nem oldott kínny amely a
levélmes britnisz a szymvolms a rész lemen, neyt
írhat es, amely pedig a nemzit testesnoch daló
és ám a levegőben forntatt a mit és e jellekhez vannak
kitt menyek a borzalom alatt a nyomtak-

Az új részrész sorolás véle, és e slyus
és a gondolatérci javulás és cimul. Nem értem kóérnel-
mat, mert nem az en feladat. De ney a kis naplóban
A izzadó úgy adott elő a mara félóval mindk a
értékenny a részlet egy, míg az árny a

A dolgok elkeres egyern beker. Kívül a mara show-

er foltulz a szívet és annak keretével.

Szívedre az izzat és amgy annál keretével.

Erzett a levegő egyen lehet még ékig, hogy lenne

erdemei inzert és ami kedves, de ne és ígé.

Kedves borzalom, jen miért is miért a jellekhez, még

Különös házasság (A strange marriage)
(Budapest, December 7th, 1900)
A letter of the poet Endre Ady (1877—1919) to Lajos Hatvany:

ne bántok ölelet. Sőr la, tartócsének kétáránnyon be piros bermuyogó,
de a magyar progresszív megis szeret, ma is meég, 
a legyelle, attamal magas könőcél. Utért mar-
nett el kezümi premi-
céres vel csodál en nem 
tudó vala 2.8. vel 
jólterholt megint ülendő, 
be még vel inten visszatá 
előgő. 2. Protegyül, par-
redőm, regől életem.
Mért kell? Hiszt, mire mi mi maga helgéren
ítsünk meg minden, a napról órásan nagyit?
Az apád tálalk neem török és felhöm el várni,
és nem mondom irán igazókat tapint, és kipáldó,
Támács rivité csak 7-8 ím megtest is a kozegyüléső
zapot, nem kiesünk v. elvit le. Ne kell nekem ez,
és az tapasztaló kiválasztja úgy, hogy felfszínüljak, — még
bírójuk sem miben olaszam má.
Sőt emiatt sokat magabba is kertünk. Íme felad-
gondoskodtak külön örömmel, és kipézelség formában,
hogy rövidítse neved az «Corvus» dornom kiadásán. Két írá-
nyálnak mig főzenem, ezen is Németi Frenck, és a
lyköltésével formában mindenki érzékeny mar.

A Valasi részénem és a kieléknünk ma együttmen,

Isten mindenki kéne bennünk, hogy — jólvan megéle?
Hogy lehet, hogy az ilyen konfliktusok? S az a
kifordül, hogy —
Éhez már felültem, mintha én nem monjak
ottan az éjszakában, — én nem mérnék felül ember meg,
hogy e megjogéig, mások Pályában is
bejáraként,
Elnézést any mi nem mondok.
29 — A letter in German of Ferenc Liszt (1811—1886) requesting the Lohengrin’s arrangement for piano (Weimar, about 1851)
A többi pillanat vagy ez a cím a de aug. 15.-edzett nem, nem csak aug. közepe tehet újra Budapestről.

Ezen felül úgy, mint a következő: júl. 6.-jén, a Come la (Olomouc) lehetne posta este kiindulni művészi programot és koncertet, ha tudnánk velünk.

A 19. és 11. éve fontosabb hibáinak megfelelően, ahogy lelkesen ezt ír Leó.

Várva néhány Budapestről sikerült megadni jo lice

Béla Bartók
Appendix,
Scientiam Spatii
absolute veram exhibens;
a veritate aut falsitate Axioma-
tis XI. Euclidei (a priori hau
unquam decidenda) independent
tem; adjecta ad casum falsitatis
quadratura circuli geometria

Auctore
Johanne Bolyai de Eaden
Geometrarum in Exercitu
Caesareo Regio Austriaco
Castrisium Capitaneo.
Agropoli sive Maria-Vasertbelgi.
Typis Collegii Reformatorum per
Josephum et Simonem Kali de Pelsö-Vis.


14) A természettudományos fentebb felérő az emberi nemi anyagi jólétére nézve, tekintettel hajunktól, ám az emberi tudományos nyílataitnak 34—37 ektel.


Dr. Jedlik Ányos s. R.
Ignác Semmelweis (1818–1865), discoverer of the virus of puerperal fever, reporting on his scientific result to the Academy.
Loránd Eötvös (1848—1919), physicist, discoverer of the geophysical instrument "torsion balance" named after him, setting mathematical themes for a competition.
Epitoma in Trogi Pompei historias

by Iustinus. An illustrated incunabulum. Venice, about 1470
An incunabulum, a calendar consisting of one page for 1483. A unique copy found in a cover during book restorations.
37 — Playing-cards dating from 1570. Found in a cover during restorations
The portrait of Matthias, King of Hungary. From the work *Chronica Hungarorum* by the protonotary János Thuróczi (fl. 1475) (Augsburg, 1488)
39 — *Pomerium de tempore.*

Sermons of Pelbárt de Temesvár (about 1435—1504) Augsburg, 1502. The finest edition of the famous Hungarian author’s work.
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40 — Saint Paul’s Epistles, the first book printed entirely in Hungarian. Cracow, 1533. Translated by Benedek Komjáthi
41 — The reading room of the Oriental Department
(Calcutta, July 18th, 1835)
43 — Tibetan manuscripts and a xylograph from the bequest of Csoma de Körös
44 — Mishnah Thora by Moses Maimonides, an illuminated manuscript dating from 1295–96
45 — *Iskender-nâme* by ʿAhmedî. A Turkish codex from the 16th century
A letter of Sir Marc Aurel Stein (1862—1943) to Ignác Goldziher. Stein thanks him for being elected Honorary Member of the Academy. (Mohand Marg, Kashmir, July 3, 1895)
47 — An automatic microfilm camera
48 — Reading apparatus
49 — Binding of Kolozsvár from the beginning of the eighteenth century
50/51 — One of the Library’s incunabula
before and after restoration
Modern binding; the work of the Library's binding shop
Development of the Library's exchange relations
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